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1. Introduction

   In early stages of reforms, firms in transition economies are allowed to extend production beyond the

apparatus of central planning. They can earn handsome profits by serving untapped demands in the

emerging markets. To explore vertical and horizontal linkages, each firm either has to establish contractual

relationships with other firms or alternatively, it has to build a new network of producer services. The first

option is more efficient since it can save firms a large start-up cost by just using the existing system of

inter-firm relationships profitably.  Yet without supporting institutions, the specific relationships among

newly independent firms cannot be established since a firm investing in such a relationship is subject to

holdup by its partners, which can exercise their market power unrestrictedly (Li, W., 1999). Alternatively,

if the market is thin, a firm that has to sell a large proportion of its output to a single buyer, also subjects

itself to holdup (Blanchard and Kremer, 1997; McMillan and Woodruff, 1999a and b). Firms in a transition

economy then must be provided with mechanisms, formally or informally, which enable them to mitigate

the holdup problem. Otherwise, the level of investment may be too low. The main theme of this paper is to

investigate the formation of mechanisms to coordinate expectations and enforce incentives during reforms.

Our research topic is related to two groups of papers in the literature on reform: The first group is the

papers on output reduction by Li, W. (1999) and Blanchard and Kremer (1997). They argue that output

reduction is due to the combination of two factors: the improvement in private opportunities and the loss of

coercive power by the government. The government therefore should retain its control and liberalize the

price only at the margin.  These papers essentially focus on short-term phenomenon, since the more the

producers enlarge their production beyond the quotas, the harder it is for the center to maintain a firm grip

on the economy. The second group of papers focuses more on long-term development of institutions to

govern exchange. This group includes the papers by Li, D. (1996), McMillan (1997), McMillan and

Woodruff (2002), Qian and Roland (1999), and Yuanzheng et al (1999). A few papers mention Contingent
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privatization. The fact is that deregulation can be achieved overnight. But the formation of new institutions

to support contracts is expected to occur more slowly. Therefore, the government should not give up its

control rights over assets through mass privatization (Arrow, 1997). Instead, the government should allow

an informal bidding by which firms can gradually gain more control rights over the assets they use, if they

can solve their coordination problems and save the economy from output reduction (Qian, 1994, 2000).

They however do not provide a formal analysis. The purpose of this paper is to build upon their research

and to construct a formal model to analyze the mechanism to enforce incentive. I limit my attention to two

questions: (1) What kind of property rights arrangement can help to mitigate incentive problems during the

reform; and (2) How such an arrangement can emerge.

 The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces the basic model. This is essentially an

application of Grossman, Hart, and Moore  (GHM)1.  In sections 3, I use this model to explain why mass

privatization may become troublesome when taking into account the problem of information asymmetry

and economies of scale. In sections 4 and 5, I transform the basic model into a game form to analyze the

contingent privatization of asset ownership. Section 6 concludes the paper.    

This paper benefits from the literature on organization, which includes Aghion and Tirol (1997), Baker et

al (1999), and the literature on career concern by Holmstrom (1982) and Tadelis (2002).

2. The Basic Model (GHM Framework)

Suppose there are two firms, which are newly formed in the process of breaking up state own enterprises.

In order to explore market opportunities for profits, the real owners of these firms need to get involved in a

contractual relationship has two stages. In the first stage, the owner of firm i  with asset iA  make a

relationship-specific investment, ik , i=1,2. In the second stage, after the cost of investment is sunk, a

                                           
1 See Grossman, Stanford and Hart, Oliver (1986); Hart, Oliver (1995); Hart, Oliver and Moor, John (1990)
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further production decision, iq , is taken. We are interested in situations in which an agreement on iq is

incomplete. Given the lack of legal systems to support contractual relationship in emerging markets, such

assumption is acceptable.

 Let )],(,[ 21 qqlkB iii  be the owner of firm i− ’s net gain from the relationship at stage two, if the two

parties can cooperate [for simplicity’s sake, Grossman- Hart (1986) assumes iB  depends on some function

il of 21 , qq  and is increasing in ii lk , .] The two parties then maximize their total surplus by choosing

},{ ** qk such that:

                      )],(,[)],(,[maxarg),( 2122221111,
** qqlkBqqlkBqk qk +=                          (1)

 If they fail to cooperate, each of them can only exercise residual rights over their owned asset, iA , and

trade in open markets to gain ).,( iii Akb

 Since ik  is the specific relationship investment, we always can assume:

  },{,:;),,())]((,[ 212121 aaAAAAAkAkbkqlkB iiiii iiii i =∪∅=∩∋∀∀> ∑∑        (2)

Given condition (2), upon the state of the world has been realized; rational parties should renegotiate to

resume cooperation. That is, if the relationship-specific investments, k, have been made, parties will

cooperatively choose the production decisions:

                                             )](,[maxarg)( qlkBkq iii iqi ∑=                                                     (3)

 Let us assume the re-negotiation follows the Nash bargaining process:
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);()},())]((,[{),()]((,[ 112
1

111111 AkAkbkqlkBAkbpkqlkB iii iiii i ξ=−+=− ∑∑      (4)

);()},())]((,[{),()]((,[ 222
1

222222 AkAkbkqlkBAkbpkqlkB iii iiii i ξ=−+=+ ∑∑  (5)

where, p denotes the transfer price. By backward induction, the agents then choose 21 , kk non-

cooperatively such that,

                                                2,1),,;(maxarg ^^ == − iAkkk iiiiki i
ξ                             (6)

 Clearly, the sufficient condition for the existence of a Nash-equilibrium in (6) is the set }{ ik is convex and

iξ  is concave in ik . The total ex-ante surplus is then ))]((,[ ^^ kqlkB iii i∑ , which is generally less than

the cooperative outcome. To see this, let us take the first order conditions for the problem (6):
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By contrast, the first order conditions for the problem (1) are

                                                      2,1,0)]((,[ ==
∂
∂

ikqlk
k
B

ii
i

i                                                     (8)

The inefficiency arises because each party internalizes the cost of hold-up by putting 50 percent weights on

the non-cooperative outcome ib .
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 It is reasonable to assume that the more assets one acquires, the greater the marginal return he gets from

investment in the relationship:

                                ~~~ ,,),;();( iiiiii
i

i
ii
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i
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                          (9)

 The first inequality amounts to the fact that if cooperation is achieved, parties can access to all physical

and human assets of the coalition. Consequently, the marginal investment return is the highest.

 Given the condition (9), it is trivial to show that ,2,1,^
0,

^
1,

^
2,

* =≥≥≥ ikkkk iiii where, 2,0,^
, =jk ji

denotes the non-cooperative investment level of agent i, whose (physical) asset },{},{},{ 21 aaaA ii ∅=

respectively. In other words, under any ownership structure, there is under-investment in the business

relationship. But the agent’ s incentive to invest increases if he controls larger assets. It follows that when

comprehensive contracts are infeasible, incentive problems can be mitigated by providing those agents who

are assured a significant part of output they produce with the ex post bargaining power inherent in asset

ownership.

 An implication follows. If rearrangement of residual control rights is feasible and can significantly resolve

the problem of under-investment, ownership allocation is our greatest concern. Otherwise, we should

expect other mechanisms to emerge to facilitate cooperation. These are our benchmarks for studying

decentralization of asset ownership in transition economies.

3. Decentralization of Asset Ownership

 We now consider what forces favor one ownership structure than other. Put differently, we consider what

specific type of ownership arrangement comes to exit in the reform.
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 3.1 Assets are non-complementary

  Naturally, we begin with the simplest case when cooperation is irrelevant. In other words, we can ignore

the benefit from cooperation iqlkB iii ∀)],(,[ .  Without loss, let us assume there are two agents (two

farmers, say). The total assets are },{ 21 aa (for instance, these are two plots of cultivated lands). Agent i ’ s

skill is synergistic with asset ia , but there are no economies of scale in the uses of these assets:
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From (9), we also have:
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Inequality  (11) reflects that the farmer’ s incentives will decrease if the plot of land that he needs for his

farming is taken away, either by collectivization or by integration.

 Inequalities  (10) and (11) together mean that farmer i should own the plot of land ia . Provided usufructs

are transferable and the costs associated with such transactions are low, an initial distribution of these rights

is sufficient2. The “contracting system” in China’ s agriculture may serve as a model for this claim.
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3.2 Assets are Complementary

  Decentralization in the industrial sector, in general, is more complicated. Although the same principle is

applied - the agent whose investment is more important should be given ownership over the asset he needs.

But economies of scales and asymmetry of information may make it problematic. To see this, let us go

back to the basic structure and specify (9) such that:
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  In (12), the last inequality implies that, giving the informed agent i the asset ia will strictly increase his

incentive to invest, whereas the opposite holds for the first inequality: dividing asset ownership decreases

agents’  incentive. It is because the marginal return from the investment is reduced if the assets cannot be

kept together (these assets are complementary). Decentralization of the firm’ s assets, then, becomes a

puzzle. With asymmetric information about agents’  managerial skill, it is even more difficult to know

which arrangement of ownership rights should be chosen.

  For clarification, let us re-define the agent i’ s benefit function as follows:

                                     )]((,[.)]((,[ ~ kqlkBkqlkB iiiiiii ε≡ , and

                                       iiiiiiii AkAkbAkb ∀∀≡ ,),,(.),( ~ε

where ).1,0(∈iε

                                                                                                                                 
2 This setting is analogous to Coase’ s theorem (1960) in the sense that if trading in usufructs is easy and
costless, it does not matter how these rights are initially distributed. They will subsequently be traded so
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 We say agent i’ s investment decision is relatively productive (or unproductive) if iε  is close to one (or

zero)3. If the value of iε  is publicly known, the above puzzle can be solved. For instance, suppose agent

1’ s investment decision is highly productive ( 11 ≈ε ), and agent 2’ s investment decision is relatively

unproductive. From (7), agents’  incentive to invest is independent of ε . However, the total

surplus 122

~

211 ,.][,.][ BkBkB →+ ε as .02 →ε What matters then is the agent 1’ s investment

decision, 1k . Combined with the condition (12), it is clear that agent 1 should assume all residual rights of

control.

 In general, the information about the value of ε  may not be publicly known. To illustrate, let us consider

the situation prior to the privatization program in a transition economy. Under voucher programs with

investment funds, a worker could bid for the asset iA that his skill is synergistic with and hence, would

reveal his ability, iε . However, the worker not only buys the asset, but also a package of services going

with it. These include legal protections of his ownership right over the asset and the right to harvest the

benefits from contractual relationships in which his asset is essential for production. If the cost of getting

these assurances is too high, the ownership of asset iA  may be of little value such that the asset may not

even be attractive to worker i to buy.  On the other hand, since his skill iε  is separated from the asset iA ,

he cannot “prove” his value either (Brynjolfson, 1994). Therefore, instead of matching the most informed

agent with the asset his skill is synergistic with, mass privatization may result in a depletion of both

physical and human assets4.

3.3 Human Assets are Complementary

                                                                                                                                 
that they end up in the “right” hand.
3 This specification is taken from Hart (1995), chapter 2.
4 If the cost of getting protection over asset ownership rights is relatively low for the members of a Mafia
group, the analysis here may explain why mass privatization in Russia had turned into mass-asset stripping.
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   Up to now, the case of complement human-assets has gone unmentioned.  Clearly, if each agent truly

depends on others’  expertise, no rearrangement of the firms’  assets can eliminate this interdependency

(Brynjolfson, 1994).

  To illustrate, suppose agent 1 is an entrepreneur, who has managerial skills. Owing the lack of institutions

governing market transactions, the effort of agent 2 - the local government – may be needed. By using his

connection within the government apparatus, the local government can work around obstacles and make

transactions possible. The higher the productivity of the local government or the greater the cost of ex post

renegotiation, the more likely the entrepreneur will invite the local government to share the ownership (Li,

D., 1996).  The key assumption here is that the know-how of both agents is essential. Giving one agent all

control rights will reduce the other’ s incentive.

 In general, we say human assets are complementary if the following inequality satisfies:

                                ),;();( ∅
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∂
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i
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B

 iAi ∀∀ , (13)

Combining (13) with equation (7), one can see that .,,^
,

^* ijkkk jiii ∀≡>

In other words, organizational form is irrelevant, but both parties cooperation is necessary for efficiency

(Hart, 1995).  For that reason, various proto- market institutions have emerged to facilitate cooperation

during the reform in China. Often, these institutions work by enabling the reputation mechanism. To study

this issue, we first look at a game form of contractual relationships.

4. Achieving Cooperation in Contractual Relationships

4.1 A Game Form of Contractual relationships
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 Recall from the basis model that when the specific relationship investments have been made cooperatively,

each agent may explore the benefits from their relations by further making the production choice:

                                        2,1)],,(,[maxarg)( **** === −∑ iqqlkBkqq iijjj jqii i
  (14)

  We shall be interested in situations in which there is a conflict of interest in the q. For instance, the

function il  (and iB ) may be increasing in iq and decreasing in iq− . The agreement on iq  then may not

be reached, if agent i opportunistically explores the relationship by choosing

                                        )],(,[maxarg),( ****
iiiiiqi

D
i

D
i qqlkBqkqq

i −− ==                (15)

 This specification does not conflict with the basic model, but it allows us to look at the dynamic effect of

repeated transactions or reputation mechanism, which is absent in the original setting. By doing so, we turn

our attention away from organizational form toward cooperation issues.

Now let us see why holdup problem may matter in the new setting. By taking the first order conditions for

the problem (15), we have: 0=
∂
∂
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q
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.  By contrast, these conditions for (14) are
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, we then have *
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D
i qq > . This implies:

                                     )]((,[)],(,[ **** kqlkBqqlkB iiii
D
iiii >−                                              (16)

 In other words, agent i gains from deviation, but his opponent suffers from loss. By symmetry, this holdup

problem applies for either party of the game.
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 Inequality (16) amounts to the fact that one’ s opponent may defect if he has invested in a specific

relationship. A rational player then must internalize the cost of holdup in his investment decision by putting

50 percent weights on the non-cooperative outcome ib  (the specific number is unimportant). We then

return to the key equation (7), but its nature or interpretation has altered. Equation (7) now may reflect the

outcome of the re-negotiation process. Alternatively, it may amount to an incomplete information game in

which there is 50 percent chance that one’ s opponent has an unobservable “ bad”  attitude and thus is more

likely to holdup others. Nevertheless, the assumption that iq is ex post contractible or can be renegotiated

is no longer critical (for example, the weight putting on ib  may equal one). The game now can be

summarized as the following:

[Insert Table 1 here]

where, ),())];((,[ ^***
iiiiiiii AkkqlkBB ξξ == 5;  )],(,[ **

i
D
iiiii qqlkBd −= ; and

2,1)],,(,[ ** == − iqqlkBc D
iiiiii . From previous discussion, we have: ∑ *

iB >
i∑ξ ; id > *

iB ; and if

il  (and iB ) is sensitive enough with regard to iq− , then we can assume that iξ > ic . These specify the

payoff structure of the game.

 It is worth reemphasizing that the basic model is reintroduced in our new setting when the players of the

game meet only once. In this case, rearrangement of ownership structure is solely available to bring Nash-

equilibrium outcomes iξ , closer to the cooperative outcomes .2,1,* =iBi In the new context, however,

repeated transactions open the door for achieving cooperation. For this purpose, we need to specify the

incentive constraint of the game.

 4.2 Incentive Constraint
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  Once an ongoing relation is established, it may serve as a bond to maintain agreements. In the midst of

institutional changes, such a simple repeated game incentive may not work smoothly however. There are at

least two groups of factors that may account for that claim.

 The first group consists of exogenous factors that may force contractual relationships to end. For instance,

entrepreneurs may need to reallocate trading transactions over different places and goods. Alternatively, if

agents are involved in transactions over long distances, inadequate transportation and information systems

may interrupt the delivery of goods and services. Further, corrupted bureaucrats may stifle de facto private

firms’  operations through regulation, licensing or even outright confiscation (McMillan and Woodruff,

1999a, Li, D., 1996, Wang, 1990). The second group includes all factors that affect the credibility of the

threat against the defector. According to McMillan-Woodruff (1999a), upon facing contractual disputes the

respondent hesitates to impose sanctions against the defector. One possible explanation is that the

respondent lacks of monitoring capacity. Suppose his opponent could renege for one of two reasons: either

he or she behaves opportunistically or faces short-term difficulties, so that it is genuinely unable to fulfill

the agreement, but the respondent cannot distinguish the cause of defection. He then risks to retaliate when

his opponent did not in fact cheat; and not retaliate when it did. Both types of errors weaken the threat of

retaliation (McMillan –Woodruff, 1999a).

  Under the two considerations above, the game has attributes similar to what has been analyzed by Greif

(1994). Here I adapt his framework with respect to the incentive constraint.

 Let σ  be the probability that the specific relation is exogenously forced to cease. Let iπ , dci ,=  be the

probability that an off-contract agent will be able to locate an alternative partner if in the last transaction he

cooperated or defected respectively. An agent who invests in a specific relation will cooperate if and only

if:

                                                                                                                                 
5 Recall that 2,1,^ =ik i  are the solution of equation (1).
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                                                    ),,,,(min* dBB dc ππσδ> (17)

whereδ  is the discount rate.  Further, ;0min <δB  ;0min >σB  ;0min <
c

Bπ  ;0min >
d

Bπ and 0min >dB

(Greif, 1994, Proposition 1).

  The higher the discount rate, or the harder (easier) the chance that an off-contract cooperator (defector)

can find alternative partners, and indeed, the higher the gain from one-shot defection, the less possible it is

for ongoing relations to assure the agent to cooperate. Other devices are needed to supplement the

incentive.

5 Devices to Supplement Incentives

5.1 Community Sanction

  The essence of this device rests on the idea that everyone is expected to have a unique reply to whatever

has transpired between any pair of contracting agents (Greif, 1994; Milgrom, North, and Weingrast, 1990).

In particular, everyone expects others to blacklist those who have reneged on the agreement with their past

partner. Under such a collective sanction, the perceived probability that a defector will be able to locate

alternative partners is low ( dπ  decreases). From the incentive constraint (17), it is clear that the number of

transactions, where agents are motivated to cooperate, increases. Contractual relations then can expand

even without an established body of commercial laws. It is in fact the most primitive force behind the

thriving de facto private sector in both Vietnam and China.

 Is there any evidence that supports such a claim? Most studies on transition economies seem to be mute on

this issue. A few papers, however, do indicate that certain factors, which are related to community

sanctions, are at work to promote trade. McMillan and Woodruff (1999b) found that, in Vietnam’ s trade-

credit markets, the volume of credits increased in the seller’ s gathering of information about the buyer, the
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seller’ s membership in a business network, and decreased in the buyer’ s ability to locate alternative trading

partners. They also found that, although community sanctions were rare, the hypothesis that such sanctions

did support transactions with reneging risk is statistically significant (see McMillan and Woodruff, 1999b).

Weitzman and Xu (1994), on the other hand, give us some evidence of the existence of community norms

in rural China through their study in township – village enterprises (TVEs). They described a TVE as an

institution, which provided the rules of conducting business, sharing profits, and making investment

decisions among village members. In such a TVE, no legal systems or commercial codes literally apply.

Ostracism from the community relations was the only available punishment to a member who reneged on

the village’ s agreements. Despite the fact that TVEs were such a vaguely defined cooperative under

community norms, their performance was quite outstanding. TVEs’  output accounted for three fourths of

rural non-state enterprises. From 1979 to 1991, TVEs’  output increased by 25.3 percent. Given the 13.3

percent growth rate of national industry, one can see that TVEs were the main source to provide new jobs

in China’ s industrial sector during their time.

   5.2 Contingent Delegation of Power in China

  Community sanctions can be effective if members of the business community can be kept informed about

each other’ s history. Provided that transmitting information costs more when trade expands, the key role of

institutions is to reduce this cost. In this regard, market-supporting institutions are born from the need to

centralize information and hence enable the reputation mechanism to work (Milgrom, North, and

Weingrast, 1990). There is, however, externality in this type of institutional innovation. An individual who

take a trouble of organizing such an institution is providing a form of social capital from which other

people will benefit. As well known, there will be an undersupply of such a public good, unless the

government helps to organize and act as catalyst in the formation of institutions (Stiglitz and Hoff, 1990).

In China, the government plays such a market-enhancing role by implementing the contingent delegation

policy that we will now consider in greater detail.

5.2.1. Contingent Deregulation from the Center to Enterprises
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 As already suggested, deregulation is necessary for firms to explore markets for profits and to thrive. But

it also activates holdup problems and leads the economy to a low output. In addressing this dilemma, a

convention has taken shape in China: the government delegates more control rights to a group of

monopoly, interdependent firms, only if they have succeeded in coordinating their efforts in production –

supply, financial, and marketing. This practice can be called as “ contingent delegation”  policy. We should

emphasize that the central government did not create this policy. Industrial grouping was initially born by

the need to explore vertical and horizontal linkages within the existing system of production (Qian, 1994).

However, this policy increases the value of cooperation since autonomy is delegated to the firms only once

they solve their coordination problem, thereby saving the system from being trapped in a low output6.

Another interesting feature is that such a cooperative norm is not enforced by a third party, but rather by

repeated game incentive, strengthened by multi-market linkages.

 There are some truths to such a claim. First, for any given pair of entrepreneurs, their business relations

now range from establishing outlets for products to building up the financial and information network. In

other words, they are involved in multi-market contractual relations. Accordingly, the incentive constraint

now includes the expectation that any deviation can be met with retaliations in all markets. An industrial

grouping then serves to pool the incentive constraints in multiple markets, thereby increasing cooperative

behavior (Bernheim and Whinston, 1990). Second, multi-market relations often require firms to release a

host of market indicators, which systematically reflect their performance. These indicators have usually

been kept in records and may be available for any member of the group who needs to make an inquiry

about its potential partners. By such a simple device, industrial groups have promoted private resolution of

disputes and otherwise transmitted just enough information to the right party in the right circumstances,

thus reshaping the marketplace incentives  ( cπ increases and dπ  decreases). Finally, an industrial

                                           
�

�This finding may provide an insight as to why enterprise autonomy in China expanded unevenly: In some
areas of business, firms have failed to solve their coordination problems, threatening to lock the production
system in the low equilibrium. In such areas, the center’ s coercive power maintains a firm grip. This
characteristic of Chinese reform sometimes referred to as “ dual track reforms” .
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grouping induces those who expect to gain from specific relations to meet more frequently, therefore

increasing forward-looking cooperation among them (δ  increases)7.

   Although not constrained by geographic boundaries, industrial groupings clearly spread toward those

areas that have a more developed infrastructure (since σ is lower). This tendency creates competition

among local jurisdictions in order to attract the mobile-capital resource8.  For historical and political

reasons, local agencies must take an important role in such competition. And by the nature of competition,

they must reveal their ability in promoting the local economy. This leads to one of the most distinct features

of China’ s reforms – the contingent devolution of power from central to local government that we describe

below.

 5.2.2 Devolution of Authority from The Central to Local Governments

(a) Incentive Constraint

  As already mentioned, due to the lack of a legal system to enforce contracts, the real owner of an asset

may need to share the ownership with a local bureaucrat. If a dispute occurs, the latter can step in and work

around the obstacle, making transactions possible. This socially optimal outcome may not be reached

however if the local bureaucrat behaves opportunistically. Upon observing the firm’ s activities, the local

bureaucrat may be tempted to abuse his power, using the firm’ s resources to serve his own interest. To see

what equilibrium emerges, let us look more closely at the local bureaucrat’ s strategies and payoffs.

 Suppose the local bureaucrat chooses to play the market-enhancing role by properly providing legal

protection or by coordinating communal members to invest in local infrastructure. The local market

eventually develops. It attracts mobile capital pouring into the region and creates more opportunities for the

local people. Since tax collection depends on how local people explore such advantages, the central

                                           
7 Analysis here is analog to Private Order by Milgrom, North, and Weingrast (1990).
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government may find it reasonable to delegate more autonomy to the local one. Subsequently, the latter

may expect to harvest some residual income from the development of the region. By contrast, if he behaves

predatorily, many local firms will fail. The local bureaucrat may see that his own revenue resource will

then be lost or he must further transgress individuals’  wealth. In this case, he will need to make a side

payment to the center in order to stay in the position (Shleifer and Vinshny, 1993).

  Thus unlike firms, the local bureaucrats have their stake in the game of sharing ownership with the local

entrepreneurs as well as in the game played with the center regarding regional development. If the central

and local agencies collude, the state of the local economy will remain under-developed and economically

segregated with other regions. Alternatively, if the local agencies expect to be punished by the center for

the poor performance of the region and be rewarded for a good one, it may become incentive compatible

for them to play a market-enhancing role when sharing ownership with the local people. This suggests a

limited but positive role of the central government. By delegating autonomy contingent on the local

agencies’  ability to enhance local activities, the central government can alter the payoff structure of the

game in favor of cooperation.

 Formally, let cV  be the present value of the lifetime expected utility of a diligent bureaucrat, who when

sharing ownership with local entrepreneurs will play the market-enhancing strategy.  Let I
cV  be the present

value of his expected utility from gaining autonomy over his integrated, developed region. By contrast, if

he defects when sharing ambiguous ownership rights, he gains a current payoff, d, plus the future expected

utility of a cheater, dV in this game. In region-wide, he obtains a net lump sum ϕ  from transgressing

individuals’  wealth, plus the future expected utility from being the local government of an economically

segregated region, S
dV . The local bureaucrat then will not defect if and only if:

                           ][ S
dd

I
cc VVdVV +++>+ δϕ (18)

                                                                                                                                 
8 Qian and Roland (1999) investigate a related problem in which competition among local government in
attracting capital to their region helps to hardening the budget constraints of enterprises under their control.
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 From the above discussion, the question whether the incentive constraint (18) is satisfied or not boils down

to the following condition:

                                                        S
d

I
c VV δϕ +> (19)

 In other words, it may become incentive compatible for the local bureaucrat to play a market-enhancing

role when sharing ownership with local people if his expected gain from devolution of power from the

center, I
cV , is sufficiently large. By contrast, if the slack (19) is too small, say, because predatory behavior

by the local agency goes unpunished, such an initial failure to provide the right incentives may lead to an

epidemic of corruption throughout the organization. The success or failure of reforms therefore crucially

depends on how delegation of power from the center to the local agencies is implemented. We then need to

explicitly incorporate this game into our analysis.

  (b) Contingent Devolution of Power

 Suppose the central government must decide whether to delegate autonomy to the local government or to

retain its controls over local activities. If the center does retain its power, the local bureaucrat would suffer,

if he exerted high efforts (since most of the gain from his efforts would be taxed away). Anticipate that, the

local bureaucrat will choose to shirk and gain a net payoff sϕ  by transgressing the wealth of local firms,

but it needs to make a side payment sα to the center in order to stay in the position. As will be shown,

when government bodies collude in such a way, their actions constitute a sub-game-perfect Nash-

equilibrium.

  The two parties (as well as the local firms, which is omitted here), however, can achieve a socially optimal

outcome if the center keeps its hands off while the local government makes efforts to promote the local

economy. In payoffs, the latter gains residual incomes or perks ),( *BNφ , which increases in the number
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of the local firms, N, and the cooperative outcome in the sharing-ownership game, *B , while the former

receives a tax-revenue )(Nτ  which also increases in N. We then see that deregulation of power from the

center is necessary for the local government to work efficiently. But the latter may be tempted to take

advantage of it to shirk and capture ϕ  by transgressing local firms’  resources [we assume ϕ is greater than

),( *BNφ ]. In this case, the center gets the worst outcome γ , which leads one-side prisoner dilemma in

which the collusive state emerges as a sub-game Nash equilibrium, despite the fact that “ deregulate –

work”  is socially optimal: ssBN αϕτφ +>+),( * .

 Suppose the game now is played repeatedly (the devolution of powers is undertaken gradually). Is this in

the government agencies’  interest to self-refrain from colluding with each other to transgress individuals’

wealth?

  Let us assume that the center will delegate the autonomy to the local government only if the latter has

proved its high capability,ε , to promote the local economy. Obviously, ε  is unknown from the beginning.

But market learning will eventually eliminate the imperfection of information9. For instance, mobile

factors, such as capital and labor, tend to pour into the regions where the local government’ s capability,ε ,

is high10. Thus in (19), the value I
cV  can be understood as the expected gain for a diligent local

government in the competition with other jurisdictions to attract mobile capital and gain autonomy over the

local business.  We can make the condition (19) more precise by assuming that

])1([),( * S
d

W
c

W
c VVBNV εεδφ −++=  by which, the local government may fail in the competition

with the probability ).1( ε−

                                           
9 This setting is analogous to Holmstrom  (1982), which is about learning a manager’ s ability in a
competitive labor market. It is also complementary to Aghion and Tirol (1997), Baker et al (1999), which
focus on the authority in organization.
10 It is essentially Tibout’ s theory (1956).
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 Using the incentive constraint  (19), it is clear that the local government will not shirk his duty, if

])1([),( * S
d

I
c VVBN εεδφ −++ > S

dVδϕ +  or, equivalently, if 

                                                  
S

d
I

c VV
BN

−
−> ),(1 *φϕ

δ
ε  (20)

The basic condition (20) reveals some interesting features that underline China’ s deregulation:

First, if bribes are negligible, even a local government who is not very capable still works hard to promote

local businesses. Improvements in the accounting system, standardization of products, and better-defined

property rights seem to be imperative in decentralization.

Second, the higher on-job consumption (perks), ),( *BNφ , the more farsighted orientation, δ , and the

larger net expected gain for a capable local government, S
d

I
c VV − , the more likely it is local governments

will work hard.

 Third, when the value of these factors is relatively negligible while bribes are large, only the competent

local-governments will work honestly for the prosperity of their community. But incapable ones are likely

to be corrupt. However, the competition among different jurisdictions in order to gain more command over

properties may put a check on incompetent local governments. Consequently, cooperation in the game of

devolution of power is conventionalized11.

                                           
11 One may recognize that these three features are closely related. Gains from the devolution of power
induce local agencies to compete, which in turn, increases the expected gains for a diligent local
government. As the two forces work reciprocally, they boost the reform to advance (McMillan, 1997).
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6 Conclusion

 The pace of decentralization seems to have profound effects on the outcomes of reforms. In the former

Soviet bloc, a rapid privatization led the economy to institutional hysterics and a low level of investment. In

China, contingent devolution combined with capital mobility prevented the government from predatory

behavior, while it created a booming market within the old regime.

 By speeding up the pace of reforms, countries in the former Soviet bloc ignored the constraints of asset

lock-in and asymmetry of information, which resulted in an enormous cost. A further devolution of power

in the local levels in China, by contrast, solves these problems through market selection. Those whose

business is more successful (market reveals higher valueε ) will gain larger residual rights of control.

Eventually, these agents obtain ownership rights over their entire business, whose expected value is I
cV .

Conversely, those whose business goes under, must rely on the goodwill of the community or the state,

S
dV , and become insignificant in the market place. If time is left to unfold, such a contingent deregulation

should lead to a large scale of privatization.

  This conjecture fits with the fact that a large number of state and township-village enterprises have been

privatized recently in China. The ambiguous property rights regime, like its “ ancestor”  – state ownership,

become insignificant and gradually disappears in the scene of the contemporary life. It implies a new phase

of China’ s reform has been underway in which there is an increase in the use of formal institutions to

coordinate activities between different organizations. Whether China will succeed it or not is yet unknown.

But its reforms have been in a right track. In Russia or Vietnam, by contrast, much work remains.

Nevertheless, the same principal applies for all: “ institutional change is a social act so that change must be

coordinated”  (Arrow, 1997).
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 Table 1: The Game of Contractual Relationship
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